Newsletter Advertiser

The advertising in the Newsletter provides the funds to produce our newsletter on a weekly basis. It pays for the office staff and paper.

Advertising should change twice a year. At the beginning of the year and then at the beginning of term 3.

Advertising in the Newsletter should be available on a first come first served basis and should be made available to the existing Newsletter advertisers and to the school community through a note in the Newsletter.

All advertising material needs to be supplied in line with the attached specifications. Advertising design and copy is available through S2creative for a fee agreed upon between the two concerned parties. This fee is between S2creative and the advertiser and is in addition to the cost of placing the advertisement in the Newsletter.

All advertising MUST be paid for BEFORE the first print run otherwise the ad will not appear.

If an advertiser wishes to nominate a specific position within the Newsletter, a loading for that position should apply. For example: Top Right Hand Page - +10% loading, Outside Back Cover Bottom of Page - +15% loading. For the people that do not pay a loading, the advertising will be rotated each term.

All approval for any advertising content must be given by the Principal and the P&C President.